Practicing Guidelines
Summer Lessons 2020
Webinar May 20, 2020
Practicing can be one of the most personal things we experience as an instrumentalist. This
requirement of what we do includes hours of spending time alone with our music and instrument
trying to figure out how to make what we are doing better. My job as a teacher is to provide you
with goals and methods for practicing smarter and faster- The accomplishments you make as a
student are simply your accomplishments!
We all get worked into careless routine- brushing our teeth for 30 seconds instead of 2 minutes.
Washing our hands quickly rather than the recommend 20 seconds? …forgetting to shower while
in quarantine….:) Be sure you are realizing potential by actively working towards your goals.
Every time you pick up the horn. Every note you play. Every phrase should have realized
potential.
The following materials and ideas are part of a webinar presented to summer lessons students
and UL Lafayette Trombone and Low Brass Studio students in May, 2020.
Practice with goals:
- See “Goals” organizer below
- What do you want to accomplish?
o Pick something you can accomplish
o Select a timeframe of accomplishment
o Before practicing, be sure to have a plan on HOW to accomplish the goal
- Notes about goals
o Goals must be part of a greater plan for the day/wee/month/rotation
o Write down goals
§ Log notes before the session/during/after
o Stay positive
§ Being negative in goals will wear you down (“I have to learn this music!”)
§ If a goal isn’t accomplished, look at it rationally: Why? What was the
misstep? How can I do better tomorrow?
§ When practicing, try to remove feelings or emotion about yourself, and
instead, try to be more like a teacher- rather than telling yourself
something sounds like crap, tell yourself that isn’t the way you intend to
play that, and come up with ways of working through it.
Practice in Blocks of Time:
- See “Daily Practice Blocks” form below
- Blocks helps you organize time, needs of the instrument, and keeps you on track
- Organization is key the further you go in this:
o Example: Next fall I have 3 recital tours, 2 concerto performances, 5 orchestral
performances, 1 band performance, 1 jazz performance, several chamber
ensemble performances, and some things I don’t know about yet. I’ve spent the

last 3 weeks working out plans for all this music and starting to work on it, but my
plan includes times for all of these things to come together.
Take notes:
- Notes help you remember what you have accomplished and not accomplished
Other Tools:
- Metronome
- Tuner
- Record
- Use a mirror
- Video Record
- Envision the performance for excitement
Time, Tune, Tone
- In this order, these are the biggest things to focus on in practice

Daily Practice Blocks

Lesson and Practice Notes

Weekly Practice Goals

Scales
Ideas on learning scales: Be creative with your scale practice- make exercises and change the dynamics or
style each practice session. The following are some ideas of ways to practice scales to keep them fresh
and interesting to work on:
1) Find the positions: Air Slide the positions while you say the note names. This connects physical
movements with the actual note. It is important to not only know the associated positions for the
scale, but also know the note names and intonation tendencies.

2) Expanding scale: Play this pattern that builds the scale one note at a time:
1
121
12321
1234321
123454321
12345654321
1234567654321
123456787654321
3) Whole Step Half Step: Think of the scale in whole steps (W) and half steps (H). All
major scales follow the same whole step/half step pattern. A half step is the smallest
distance between notes on a keyboard, and a whole step is double that distance. Major
Scale Pattern: WWHWWWH.
4) Just Intonation: Just intonation is a tuning system in which frequencies of notes are
related by ratios of small whole numbers, this is the system used for tuning by
instrumentalists, except for keyboard instruments. Practice the scale using a generated or
recorded drone. Drone on the root alone, root and 5th scale degree or even root in octaves.
Be sure every note in the scale is in tune with the drone. Consider using a Strobe Tuner to
check notes that are not in tune with the drone, there could be issues with your own
expectation of scale intonation.
5) Equal Temperament: Practice the scale with the keyboard, making sure each note is
perfectly in tune with the equal tempered keyboard (different from just intonation: equal
temperament is a system of tuning, in which every pair of adjacent notes is separated by
the same interval. This is very good practice for performing with piano accompaniment.

